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Abstract: For many years, primary weather forecasting services (Global Forecast System (GFS) and the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)) have been made available to the
public through global Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models estimating a multitude of general
weather variables in a variety of resolutions. Secondary services such as weather experts Meteomatics
AG use data and improve the forecasts through various methods. They tailor for the specific needs
of customers in the wind and solar power generation sector as well as data scientists, analysts, and
meteorologists in all areas of business. These auxiliary services have improved performance and
provide reliable data. However, this work extended these auxiliary services to so-called tertiary
services in which the weather forecasts were further conditioned for the very niche application
environment of mobile solar technology in solar car energy management. The Gridded Model Output
Statistics (GMOS) Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) model developed in this work utilizes historical
data from various ground station locations in South Africa to reduce the mean forecast error of the
GHI component. An average Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) improvement of 11.28% was shown
across all locations and weather conditions. It was also shown how the incorporation of the GMOS
model could have increased the accuracy in regard to the State of Charge (SoC) energy simulation of
a solar car during the Sasol Solar Challenge 2018 and the possible range benefits thereof.

Keywords: Global Horizontal Irradiance; weather forecasting; state of charge; energy; model output
statistics; solar electric car

1. Introduction

Solar technology is becoming popular for use on car roofs to increase the drivable range.
Automotive giants such as Toyota (Toyota City, Japan) and Hyundai (Seoul, South Korea) are
incorporating this technology and claim noteworthy range extension [1]. Cars developed for an urban
specific use such as the Squad car from Squad Mobility (Amsterdam, Netherlands) and Sion from Sono
Motors (München, Germany) [2] claim a range of over 20 km per day on solar power alone. Others,
such as the Lightyear One (Helmond Netherlands) solar car, is capable of doing up to 72 km on solar
power alone and 725 km when combined with a battery [3]. Some niche area solar car development is
ongoing mainly in the academic environment among Engineering students. Here teams are challenged
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to design light-weight, single-seater solar-powered vehicles capable of driving on national motorways
for thousands of kilometers over a few days without ever re-charging with grid energy [4]. These niche
endurance challenges exploit the massive energy potential emitted by the sun, one of the few remaining
renewable energy resources on our planet. The two most prominent solar endurance challenges
are the Bridgestone World Solar Challenge in Australia (BWSC) and the Sasol Solar Challenge in
South Africa (SSC). These solar-powered electric cars all have one common denominator, the sun.
The amount of solar irradiance from the sun and its availability (clouds, air quality, etc.) directly affects
the performance of these solar-powered electric vehicles.

An integral part of ensuring an accurate energy model, specifically solar-powered electric vehicles,
is by including relevant weather conditions to the energy model. Knowing what the weather conditions
might be before traveling a particular route will be beneficial to be able to plan such a route effectively.
For example, a commuter might be planning to drive the following morning to a town 300 km away
from his current location (the range of this solar electric vehicle is 300 km with good sunshine when
traveling at 120 km/h). He is not aware that the weather forecast until 13:00 the next day predicts fully
overcast conditions (which would force the driver to drive slower to conserve energy). The commuter
will surely become frustrated when departing early while having to drive slowly rather than leaving
after lunch and being able to drive at a good pace. One can then argue that if the driver had to watch
the weather channel the previous day, they would have been able to make the necessary adjustments to
their trip. However, when you have to consider the clouds, wind speed and direction, the air density,
the solar irradiance forecast, and the variability of these parameters (risk in the forecasts), it quickly
becomes apparent and somewhat necessary to make the weather forecasts more accurate, refined, and
used in context to become more useful for a vehicle energy model. The solar irradiance forecast is by
far the most influential of all the weather parameters in the context of solar-powered electric vehicles.

The SSC is a biennial challenge where teams from around the globe design and build solar-powered
vehicles to compete in an eight-day event spanning South Africa. Local and international solar-powered
cars drive as far as they can on motorways between Pretoria and Cape Town. Pre-defined additional
detours are allowed each day to maximize distance; however, the stopover locations for each night are
fixed. The challenge aims to achieve the maximum distance while adhering to the event constraints as
well as the local road and safety rules. Some teams make use of computer simulations to optimize
their speed for minimum energy usage. These simulations make use of an extensive mathematical
model describing the aerodynamic, rolling resistance as well as gravitational behavior of the car while
in motion. Most of the variables contained in these mathematical functions are deterministic and
reasonably trivial to calculate, measure, or approximate [5]. Another input to these energy simulations
is the local weather forecast and one such forecast variable which is of great concern, the Global
Horizontal Irradiance (GHI). The solar panels on a solar car are predominantly mounted in a horizontal
orientation; hence, the GHI is the most appropriate solar irradiance quantity to use as this quantifies
the amount of solar radiation falling on a horizontal plane relative to the ground. The amount of
GHI reaching the earth’s surface is affected by various other variables. However, the most significant
contributor is the amount of Total Cloud Cover (TCC). The TCC is the fraction of the sky covered (or
hidden) by all the visible clouds [6].

Two prominent databases are available which supply weather forecasts to the public for general
use. The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Integrated Forecasting System
(ECMWF-IFS) [7] and the Global Forecast System (GFS) [8] produced by the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction. These two global databases provide a wide range of meteorological
forecasts. Although these forecast providers offer reliable and readily available data, a need arose for
intermediary (secondary) services that take data from these sources and apply some techniques to
improve the accuracy and reliability. Many of these intermediary weather services exist [9] and are
used by energy managers for solar installations, wind installations, meteorologists, sailors, farmers,
weather enthusiasts, and many more. Recently, the forecasts that these secondary services provide
has also become essential to participants of solar-powered electric vehicle teams in events such as the
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BWSC in Australia and the SSC in South Africa. Many researchers are now taking this intermediary
forecast data and refining even further (tertiary) by combining with some historical data, creating
forecast ensembles, or applying some regression methods. This is in an attempt to make the forecast
data even more useful for specialized local applications in a variety of areas [10]. For this work, the
focus will be placed on the raw forecasts provided by a secondary service, Meteomatics AG (experts in
weather processing and forecasting, based in Gallen, Switzerland), who makes use of the ECMWF as a
primary data source.

An extensive forecasting technique comparison has been made [11], and the best forecast techniques
were found to be Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based methods. This work, however, only shows
results for one day ahead forecasting, and the process of training the ANN is relatively lengthy and
intricate and requires seven other weather variables apart from GHI and TCC to train. Furthermore,
the work does not apply the forecasting techniques to a real-world application to show how improved
accuracy can lead to an increase in application performance. Other techniques such as Model Output
Statistics (MOS) has been used since 1972 [12] for site-specific forecasts. MOS is a post-processing
forecast method that uses data of some predictand (such as the GHI forecast) and relates to some
historical statistical data of some other predictors (such as GHI and TCC). Gridded-MOS [12,13],
or GMOS, is an extension of MOS which is created by a whole network of ground observation stations
to create a forecast grid model for a larger area. The more ground observation stations in the grid, the
better the GMOS model performance will be for the region.

A three-year study in Germany [14] found ECMWF GHI MOS refined forecasts at several thousand
photovoltaic plants with an average daily RMSE value of 24.5%. This is compared to raw ECMWF GHI
forecasts in Germany at 36% RMSE [15]. The same authors showed how to create forecast confidence
intervals and how this can be applied to forecast models. More work on ECMWF GHI MOS models
was done at Reunion Island over one year during 2011, and the authors [16] showed an average RMSE
reduction of 13%. Similarly, a general reduction in relative RMSE values of GHI forecasts for one-day
ahead predictions were found to be 15.1% by researchers in the Netherlands [17]. They made use of
raw forecasts by NWP models from the ECMWF as well as the GFS. In Australia [18], the ECMWF
GHI prediction accuracy (RMSE) was found to be between 18% to 45% for a one-year sample set and
averaged over a five-day forecast horizon. A twelve month comparative study in 2013 [19] on GHI
forecasts in the US, Canada, and Europe revealed that the GHI forecast accuracy from NWP models
could vary tremendously based on the geographical location. The average raw ECMWF predictions
were seen anywhere in the range of 20% to 65% (RMSE) and the average MOS compensated models
were seen in the region of 15% to 44% (RMSE). The study also showed a significant reduction in MOS
forecast bias by up to 21% less RMSE than the raw ECMWF predictions.

The improvement of the GHI forecast component is essential for route and speed planning,
especially with cars relying heavily on solar power such as Lightyear One [3] and the single-seater
prototype solar cars designed by teams competing in the BWSC and the SSC. Through a better
understanding of the risk associated with the available GHI forecast, the energy manager of the team
will be able to make better and more energy-conscious decisions. In the current literature, there is no
mention of how a MOS or GMOS model can benefit the teams participating in an SSC event in terms of
energy management.

This work aims to improve the State of Charge (SoC) simulation accuracy of an SSC solar car
team by using GMOS methods in GHI forecasting along the route of an SSC event in South Africa.
The mandatory event route for the SSC 2018 is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Sasol Solar Challenge (SSC) 2018 route.

2. Materials and Methods

Ground station measured data has been taken from strategic locations along the SSC route.
The chosen locations were Pretoria (University of Pretoria), Bloemfontein (Central University of
Technology), Port Elizabeth (Nelson Mandela University), and the Cape Town area (Stellenbosch
University). The ground station data was obtained from a public data source provided by the Southern
African Universities Radiometric Network (SAURAN) [20], in Stellenbosch South Africa, where data
for 2018 to the end of 2019 was requested from this public source. This data source stores hourly
averaged measured values for a variety of meteorological variables; however, only the GHI and TCC
components were of concern for this work.

SAURAN has a total of 23 ground measurement stations across South Africa. The limitation
of a maximum allowed daily data point requests (as imposed by the forecast provider Meteomatics
AG) limited the Application Program Interface (API) requests to four locations in South Africa only.
All four cities are major stopover locations for the SSC event and span the entire route from start to
finish. Forecast data was made available by Meteomatics AG. Their forecast data originates from the
ECMWF database; however, Meteomatics AG improves the forecast before making it available to its
users. An API script was developed and used over two years (2018–2019) to request daily the GHI and
TCC forecast for each of the four locations spanning a nine-day horizon. This data was then stored
in a multi-dimensional matrix format (Matlab by MathWorks in Natick, Massachusetts, USA) with
an appropriate date and location information stamp for identification. At the end of the API script,
an email is sent automatically to the researcher daily to verify that the data was received as expected.
After all the forecast data had been captured for the two years, the SAURAN ground station-based
data were imported into the Matlab environment with some initial pre-processing of the data. The data
before 6:00 and after 18:00 was removed each day. This reduced the risk of having bias results as
nighttime GHI data is not statistically meaningful (near zero values). The forecast, as well as measured
data for each of the four locations, were then analyzed and compared.

To increase the local GHI forecast performance (compared to the raw ECMWF and the improved
Meteomatics AG forecast), a MOS correction was applied to the data in the form of a simple
multiplication scaling function. As the GHI forecast is available in a one-hour resolution from its
source, it is appropriate to create a MOS correction function for every hour between 06:00 and 18:00.
Twelve of the months’ data were used to develop the MOS correction function, while the remaining
twelve-month data was used for validation and to test the performance of the improved MOS based
GHI local forecast model. The MOS correction function is deterministic and was found by using
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the expected value of the conditional probability based on the TCC. Clear sky and four 25% TCC
incrementing categories were identified, which yielded five TCC categories. Equation (1) represents
the MOS function and its conditionality on the TCC, forecast horizon (day), and the hour of the day (h).

fMOS = E
{
GHI
∣∣∣TCC, day, h

}
(1)

To expand this MOS function to a GMOS function, we can rewrite Equation (1) to include an
interpolated value of the forecast characteristics of the two nearest of the four sites (gps) based on the
current location of the car as a final conditionality.

fGMOS = E
{
GHI
∣∣∣TCC, day, h, gps

}
(2)

Equation (2) now contains the statistically improved expected value of the GHI forecast based on
the cloud conditions, the forecast horizon with the time of day as well as the location of the car on
the route. The improved GMOS GHI is based on statistical knowledge of the mean error, which does
not wholly ratify all error variation, and thus some of this error is still expected in the output results.
For this reason, the energy simulation user needs to comprehend this remaining error variation in a
simple yet useful manner. This was achieved by determining the improved probability or confidence
interval of the expected GMOS GHI forecast by creating a distribution mass function of the remaining
error variation. The desired confidence interval of 68% was chosen, which is one standard deviation;
however, any value between 0% and 100% may be chosen. From here, upper and lower forecast
confidence bounds were developed. These bounds further assist the user in assessing the risk involved
with the expected value output of Equation (2). The GMOS error probability mass function is given by
Equation (3).

ePMFGMOS = P(GHI
∣∣∣TCC, day, h, gps) (3)

By applying the GMOS GHI function in Equation (2) and the error variation function in Equation (3)
to the SoC energy simulation of a solar car, the user will be equipped with more accurate SoC results
in addition to confidence intervals. This allows further access to the quantification of potential risks
involved in the simulation. Indeed, the SoC error is not solely dependent on the accuracy of the GHI
forecast. It has been shown [5] that with an accurate electromechanical model describing the energy
behavior of the vehicle, about 94% of SoC error variation observed is due to weather forecast errors (as
well as deviating from the simulation speed profile) of which the GHI errors account for an average of
32% of this total.

3. Results

GHI Error Improvement

Figure 2 contains the cloud cover days of the two-year sample set for each of the four locations
based on the five identified TCC categories. Tables 1–4 contains the results of the standard deviation
(std) GHI prediction errors (Meteomatics AG) as well as the improved localized GMOS std prediction
errors. All the values are shown as relative error percentages.
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Figure 2. Summary of the cloud conditions for the four locations.

Table 1. Standard Deviation Error Comparison, Pretoria.

Forecast
Horizon Clear Sky 0% < TCC 1

≤ 25% 25% < TCC ≤ 50% 50% < TCC ≤ 75% 75% < TCC ≤ 100%

raw GMOS 2 raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS

One 24.3 8.1 27.2 16.0 29.8 17.5 33.6 21.9 35.5 26.8
Two 24.6 8.3 28.8 19.1 30.3 25.0 36.0 26.8 37.6 26.9

Three 22.2 11.5 25.7 14.4 28.3 18.1 34.5 21.4 36.3 28.8
Four 24.5 10.9 30.4 17.8 32.2 19.3 36.2 22.6 38.2 28.9
Five 23.0 10.8 28.7 15.2 27.7 14.5 37.0 24.9 38.3 22.8
Six 27.3 12.8 29.8 17.9 33.3 19.8 36.1 23.9 38.9 26.2

Seven 31.8 10.5 25.0 12.9 23.6 13.5 34.8 20.5 36.5 22.7
Eight 34.8 12.8 27.7 15.7 29.4 17.2 35.5 24.6 37.7 25.0
Nine 25.5 13.0 26.5 14.6 30.1 15.0 32.5 23.8 37.4 29.1

1 Total Cloud Cover; 2 Gridded Model Output Statistics.

Table 2. Standard Deviation Error Comparison, Bloemfontein.

Forecast
horizon Clear Sky 0% < TC1 1

≤ 25% 25% < TCC ≤ 50% 50% < TCC ≤ 75% 75% < TCC ≤ 100%

raw GMOS 2 raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS

One 24.5 9.3 26.7 15.6 29.9 17.4 31.4 21.6 34.4 23.7
Two 27.1 8.7 28.5 20.3 32.1 18.2 36.3 25.8 39.7 25.4

Three 20.0 10.2 26.9 12.3 28.8 16.9 32.7 21.8 34.2 27.1
Four 24.3 10.9 29.0 14.5 30.5 18.8 34.7 22.6 36.8 30.0
Five 22.7 11.5 28.8 15.0 28.8 19.4 34.5 24.9 37.7 26.3
Six 29.4 11.2 29.5 17.6 31.8 20.9 36.7 24.1 38.3 28.9

Seven 31.9 13.0 23.9 12.9 26.0 14.0 34.4 23.3 33.6 28.1
Eight 30.5 11.5 27.4 15.8 33.7 16.6 35.6 23.6 38.8 29.6
Nine 26.2 14.5 27.8 14.2 29.4 16.3 34.9 23.8 35.4 32.9

1 Total Cloud Cover; 2 Gridded Model Output Statistics.

The average forecast error improvement across all sites is given in Figure 3. The figure contains
values based on the average difference between the GHI and the GMOS forecast for the full forecast
horizon, including the condition of the TCC.
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Table 3. Standard Deviation Error Comparison, Port Elizabeth.

Forecast
Horizon Clear Sky 0% < TCC 1

≤ 25% 25% < TCC ≤ 50% 50% < TCC ≤ 75% 75% < TCC ≤ 100%

raw GMOS 2 raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS

One 17.8 7.0 19.9 12.8 27.9 15.0 29.8 19.2 33.7 20.2
Two 18.4 7.3 23.9 12.7 30.0 12.6 35.1 20.5 36.9 22.8

Three 16.2 8.9 16.8 11.5 27.8 18.9 30.4 18.3 32.9 20.0
Four 16.7 7.9 28.5 16.7 30.4 20.8 36.5 21.3 37.4 25.7
Five 18.9 10.1 21.9 14.8 28.0 17.2 33.0 19.6 34.4 19.1
Six 20.5 9.5 29.2 15.1 30.3 21.4 33.5 22.2 32.3 28.0

Seven 22.0 12.8 23.1 16.8 23.6 20.0 28.1 19.2 32.4 30.0
Eight 20.4 15.0 25.4 15.9 29.9 18.0 33.5 22.0 35.2 27.0
Nine 21.6 15.7 20.0 15.4 28.1 20.1 32.3 22.7 34.0 31.1

1 Total Cloud Cover; 2 Gridded Model Output Statistics.

Table 4. Standard Deviation Error Comparison, Stellenbosch.

Forecast
Horizon Clear Sky 0% < TCC 1

≤ 25% 25% < TCC ≤ 50% 50% < TCC ≤ 75% 75% < TCC ≤ 100%

raw GMOS 2 raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS

One 24.9 10.8 27.6 14.7 26.3 15.1 33.6 21.4 30.5 27.3
Two 27.1 11.6 29.4 12.9 31.8 15.4 37.5 26.1 32.8 33.0

Three 21.0 12.1 27.0 13.2 29.1 17.5 33.1 22.4 34.5 24.2
Four 24.6 9.2 28.5 17.5 32.0 22.2 35.3 23.0 38.1 30.5
Five 23.1 13.1 20.8 17.5 25.9 10.5 36.5 18.7 38.0 23.7
Six 30.6 14.5 30.6 15.9 35.4 18.4 35.9 26.9 38.5 34.2

Seven 31.7 15.8 25.8 18.3 20.7 20.8 34.5 21.4 32.1 22.3
Eight 30.5 15.9 29.0 16.8 29.9 22.7 40.1 30.1 39.8 24.0
Nine 32.6 15.3 27.2 18.4 25.4 23.3 34.2 23.2 37.3 28.6

1 Total Cloud Cover; 2 Gridded Model Output Statistics.
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Figure 3. These values depict the average difference between the Meteomatics AG Global Horizontal
Irradiance (GHI) and the Gridded Model Output Statistics (GMOS) GHI forecast errors for all four cites
combined concerning the conditions of the Total Cloud Cover (TCC) and the forecast horizon.

From Figure 3, it is evident that significant forecast improvements have been achieved with
clear sky conditions, decreasing performance as the sky is covered with more clouds. An overall
average improvement of 11.28% is seen regarding all cloud conditions across the entire time horizon.
It is, however, interesting to note the somewhat out of trend error improvement of the 50% < TCC ≤
75%, which may require further investigation in future work. Table 5 contains the average forecast
performance for the four locations combined.
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Table 5. Standard Deviation Error, Average Across All Aites.

Forecast
Horizon Clear Sky 0% < TCC 1

≤ 25% 25% < TCC ≤ 50% 50% < TCC ≤ 75% 75% < TCC ≤ 100%

raw GMOS 2 raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS raw GMOS

One 22.9 8.8 25.4 14.8 28.5 16.3 32.1 21.0 33.5 24.5
Two 24.3 9.0 27.7 16.3 31.1 17.8 36.2 24.8 36.8 27.0

Three 19.9 10.7 24.1 12.9 28.5 17.9 32.7 21.0 34.5 25.0
Four 22.5 9.7 29.1 16.6 31.3 20.3 35.7 22.4 37.6 28.8
Five 21.9 11.4 25.1 15.6 27.6 15.4 35.3 22.0 37.1 23.0
Six 27.0 12.0 29.8 16.6 32.7 20.1 35.6 24.3 37.0 29.3

Seven 29.4 13.0 24.5 15.2 23.5 17.1 33.0 21.1 33.7 25.8
Eight 29.1 13.8 27.4 16.1 30.7 18.6 36.2 25.1 37.9 26.4
Nine 26.5 14.6 25.4 15.7 28.3 18.7 33.5 23.4 36.0 30.4

1 Total Cloud Cover; 2 Gridded Model Output Statistics.

Throughout Tables 1–4, it is noticeable that the forecast accuracy deteriorates gradually with an
increase in TCC. This is mainly due to the increasing difficulty of forecasting GHI accurately with the
accumulation of clouds [21]. No significant error trend was found with this data when observing the
forecast horizon. On average, the coastal city of Port Elizabeth (Table 3) is seen to have the best clear
sky and 0% < TCC ≤ 25% GHI forecast performance.

The variation in GHI forecast accuracy is most likely due to site-specific forecast model
characteristics from the source, the amount of site-specific historical data available to the source
forecast model when it was created or trained and the level of the Air Quality Index (AQI) at any
specific location. The AQI is a function of the amount of carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), fine particulate matter (PM2.5), respirable particulate matter (PM10), and
ozone (O3) in the air [22]. It has been shown that the AQI level is a strong contributor to the GHI
forecast accuracy of a specific location subjected to air pollution or haze [22–25]. The South African Air
Quality Information Systems (SAAQIS) [26], in Pretoria South Africa, provided the following annual
average AQI values of the four locations which include their immediate surroundings: Pretoria (92),
Bloemfontein (32), Port Elizabeth (16), and Stellenbosch (44). A useful graphical representation of the
AQI levels of South Africa can be seen here [27].

Although convective weather conditions (formation of clouds) generally decrease the GHI forecast
accuracy (as seen in Tables 1–4), the GHI forecast model prediction will also be affected by the AQI.
The effect of the AQI on the GHI forecast skill is most prominent during clear sky and near clear sky
conditions. Port Elizabeth displays the lowest average AQI of the four locations under investigation.
The first two columns of Table 3 (clear sky and 0% < TCC ≤ 25%) displays the best GHI forecast skill
when compared to the other locations. The remaining three columns (25% < TCC ≤ 100%) of Table 3
more closely resembles that of the other three locations showing that the AQI has a less significant
effect in the presence of substantial clouds. This is probably due to the fact that the presence of cloud
will decrease the forecast accuracy by larger magnitudes and with the mixture of clouds and high AQI
levels, the effect on the accuracy is combined and a distinction between the effect of the one and the
other becomes hard to establish.

The mean forecast performance std error of the Meteomatics AG GHI and GMOS GHI model for
the combination of the four sites across the whole forecast horizon is shown in Table 6 (corresponding
RMSE values are in brackets):

These mean forecast performance std values subsequently confirm the expected increasing error
trend with the increase in cloud cover [21]. An overall (all clouds conditions and full forecast horizon
over all four locations) mean forecast performance std improvement of 11.28% is observed after the
GMOS correction model has been applied to the raw Meteomatics AG API data. It is noteworthy that
the large observation set used, and relative low bias characteristics of the Meteomatics AG forecast [28]
yielded the std error and RMSE values nearly identical [29].
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Table 6. Mean forecast performance summary

TCC 1 Conditions Meteomatics AG GHI 2

std 3 and (RMSE 4)
GMOS GHI Model

std and (RMSE)

Clear sky 24.8%, (25.6%) 11.4%, (10.8%)
0% < TCC ≤ 25% 26.5%, (26.9%) 15.5%, (15.0%)
25% < TCC ≤ 50% 29.1%, (28.2%) 18.0%, (18.9%)
50% < TCC ≤ 75% 34.5%, (33.4%) 22.8%, (21.7%)
75% < TCC ≤ 100% 36.0%, (36.5%) 26.7%, (26.2%)

Combined mean 30.2%, (29.2%) 18.9%, (18.1%)
1 Total Cloud Cover; 2 Global Horizontal Irradiance; 3 standard deviation; 4 Root Mean Square Error.

4. Discussion

4.1. Energy Forecasting for a Solar Car in South Africa

The solar car team from Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) participated in the SSC 2018
with a solar car named Sun Chaser III (SCIII). The team had developed an energy simulation platform
to assist the energy manager in making informed decisions in regards to the speed and distance they
should travel each day based on the dynamics of the car, the route to be driven, the weather conditions,
and other characteristics such as remaining stored battery energy. The authors [30] showed simulated
SoC results compared to real-life recorded data during the SSC 2018 for SCIII for five of the eight days.
The remaining three days’ data was not recorded due to technical difficulties.

Figure 4 shows the SCIII solar car followed by its telemetry support vehicle responsible for
recording and analyzing data during the SSC 2018 [30].
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In 2018, these SoC simulations did not make use of the GMOS model described in this work.
Figures 5–7 show how the GMOS model could have improved the GHI forecast accuracy for the same
data as the authors used in [30] and how this relates to an improvement in the accuracy of the predicted
SoC for SCIII during the SSC 2018. The authors referred to three specific days during the SSC 2018:
day one, six, and eight. During these days, the elements (weather parameters and driving speed)
negatively impacting on the SoC accuracy were minimal. This resulted in the GHI forecast accuracy to
be one of the most significant contributors to the remaining SoC errors observed on these days. Table 7
provides a summary of all five days during the SSC 2018 recorded by the TUT team and SCIII [30].
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Table 7. Sun Chaser III results during the SSC 2018.

SSC 2018 1 Day Date Origin and Destination Distance Traveled
(km)

Nearest Ground
Observation Stations

One 22/09/2018 Pretoria to Kroonstad via
Sasolburg 493 Pretoria and

Bloemfontein

Four 25/09/2018 Gariep Dam to Graaff-Reinet
via Middelburg 291 Bloemfontein and Port

Elizabeth

Six 27/09/2018 Port Elizabeth to Sedgefield
via Kareedouw 371 Port Elizabeth and

Stellenbosch

Seven 28/09/2018 Sedgefield to Swellendam
via Mosselbay 308 Port Elizabeth and

Stellenbosch

Eight 29/09/2018 Swellendam to Stellenbosch
via Bredasdorp 403 Port Elizabeth and

Stellenbosch
1 Sasol Solar Challenge 2018.
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The red and blue plots are the real-life recorded and simulated SoC behaviors during the SSC
2018 for the SCIII solar car [30]. The green plot is the improved GMOS GHI model simulation of this
work. Furthermore, these figures contain the GMOS GHI std (one-sigma) upper and lower bounds
(confidence intervals) based on a continuation of the most extreme expected GMOS GHI std error in
the forecast. SoC forecast improvements are observed on all three days; the first and sixth days, the
GMOS GHI model followed suit and still over predicted, however, with fewer errors than the original
predictions. On the last day (Figure 7, day eight), the original model under-predicted where the GMOS
model yet again over-predicted, however, still with less absolute error.

Figures for the remaining two days of the SSC 2018 with valid data, day four and day seven,
are shown in Figures 8 and 9. They were intentionally grouped separately from day one, six, and
eight. The inaccuracy of the simulations of these days is attributed to the significant deviation from
the simulation speed profile [30] during the SSC 2018. These two days highlight the effect that a
gross deviation from the speed profile of the simulation has on the accuracy of the SoC. In fact, the
speed deviation had such a devastating impact on the accuracy of the SoC results that the GMOS GHI
improvement is insignificant on days four and seven.

The amount of speed deviation (RMSE of the simulated speed compared to the actual speed) that
brought about these significant errors on day four and day seven is 41.67% and 62.32%, respectively.
In contrast, the speed RMSE values for day one, six, and eight have a minimum of 14.46% on day
six and a maximum of 16.56% on day eight [30]. Hence, the GMOS GHI model has a much more
significant impact on the outcome of the SoC simulation accuracies for these three days.

Table 8 shows the GMOS performance results for the five days of the Sasol Solar Challenge 2018.
It contains the actual, initially predicted, as well as GMOS compensated SoC final values. Also, the
RMSE values for the SoC are also shown here.

The GMOS GHI model performance results for day four and seven is of no real value when
characterizing the overall performance of the applied method. Hence, the performance details of these
two days will be omitted in the following sections.
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Table 8. GMOS Performance Results.

SSC 2018 1

Day
SoC 2 RMSE 3:

Predicted GHI 4
SoC RMSE:
GMOS GHI

Final SoC:
Actual

Final SoC:
Predicted GHI

Final SoC:
GMOS 5 GHI

One 1.62 1.40 51.04 58.06 56.51
Four 11.62 9.65 79.89 95.20 92.21
Six 1.02 0.75 45.22 53.85 49.21

Seven 14.32 10.98 20.07 35.14 31.25
Eight 2.01 1.16 10.10 6.18 13.31

1 Sasol Solar Challenge 2018; 2 State of Charge; 3 Root Mean Square Error; 4 Global Horizontal Irradiance; 5 Gridded
Model Output Statistics.
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Considering days one, six, and eight: the mean SoC RMSE of the initially predicted GHI forecast
is 1.55%, in contrast with the improved 1.10% RMSE of the GMOS GHI. Considering the final SoC
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of each day, the GMOS GHI model had the most substantial impact on day six (4% SoC closer to the
actual SoC) and the smallest impact (1% SoC closer to the actual SoC) on day eight. The reason for this
is that day six had the lowest wind and other weather variable errors [30] leaving the GHI accuracy to
have a significant impact on the SoC. Day eight, however, experienced significant wind forecast errors
(nearly double of day six) which resulted in the effect of the improved GHI accuracy to be less on the
SoC for that day.

In addition to the SoC improvements, the energy simulation user can now also visualize the
amount of statistical risk involved in a simulation which will aid in critical decision making regarding
the energy expenditure of the vehicle during a Sasol Solar Challenge or similar event.

4.2. GMOS Benefits to a Solar Car Team

An energy manager of a solar car team would not drain the Li-Ion battery to less than 1% of
capacity. Even with a 1% overall capacity remaining, it is not uncommon to see the individual cells
which make up the battery pack differ marginally in charge voltage (unbalanced battery). If a cell
operates below its absolute minimum or maximum voltage rating, the cells might be severely and
permanently damaged. Furthermore, the cells’ chemical behavior becomes unstable beyond the
absolute ratings, which might result in a fire hazard [31].

On the last day of the SSC 2018, the envisaged final SoC for SCIII was 6.18% (Table 8 and Figure 7),
which was acceptable to the energy manager as it was above 1%. The energy manager did at that
time not have any access to quantify simulation risk, and therefore, a 5% margin above the prediction
seemed acceptable at the time (based on intuition).

If the energy manager at that time had access to the more accurate less biased GMOS GHI
forecast, they would have realized that traveling 403 km for the day (Table 7) might leave their battery
underutilized at 13.31% SoC (Table 8 and Figure 7) at the end of the day. Currently, the lower and
upper bound of the confidence interval is approximately 8% above and 8% below the green GMOS
GHI prediction plot by 16:00. To keep within the interval, the energy manager might aim to drain
the battery to 9%, which ensures the lower confidence bound is at 1% in a worst-case situation. This
means that the car theoretically now has access to 1.1% more SoC energy (assuming the GMOS GHI
forecast is absolutely accurate) to expend while taking minimal risk in doing so. The theoretical 1.1%
was calculated by the difference between actual final SoC recorded and the expected final GMOS GHI
prediction if the lower bound was at 1%.

The total SoC expended to cover 403 km was 9.97% (calculated from Table 8). The average energy
economy (ratio of SoC energy to distance) of SCIII on day eight of the SSC 2018 was 0.0247% SoC per
kilometer. One has to keep in mind that this average energy economy is based on the average speed
driven for that specific day. If more distance needs to be covered on the same day and during the
same time, the average speed will need to be increased. In turn, the aerodynamic forces increase with
a quadratic function [32,33] with speed, and hence, the average energy economy will be different at
higher speeds.

Furthermore, it is imperative to understand that more accurate forecasts do not directly constitute
further distance traveled. The energy manager’s interpretation of an SoC simulation, as well as the
amount of error in the forecast and the driving speed, determines the actual distance traveled and
remaining SoC at the end of a day. The improved GMOS GHI accuracy simply reduces some of the
error and risk involved when an energy manager interprets an SoC plot in order to guide a solar car
team towards the most energy-conscious movements of the solar car.

Considering a constant energy economy of 0.0247% SoC per kilometer, and having taken into
account the limitations of this value and others mentioned, access to the theoretical 1.1% excess SoC
might have increased the distance of SCIII an average of 44.4 km on the last day of the SSC 2018.
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4.3. MOS vs. GMOS Performance

It is essential to evaluate the effectiveness of the interpolation between the MOS models (Equation
(1) for all four locations), which gave birth to the GMOS model (Equation (2)). Each of the three useful
days (day one, six, and eight) were re-simulated with a MOS model of the nearest ground observation
station to its rear, as well as with a MOS model of the nearest ground observation station to the front of
the car. This is done to quantify the performance effect it would have on the SoC in comparison with
the interpolated GMOS model. Table 9 contains the comparative results.

Table 9. GMOS vs. MOS Performance Results.

SSC 2018 1

Day

SoC 2 RMSE 3:
MOS 4 GHI 5

(Rear Location)

SoC RMSE:
MOS GHI

(Front Location)

SoC RMSE:
GMOS 6 GHI

Final SoC:
Actual

Final SoC:
MOS GHI (Rear

Location)

Final SoC:
MOS GHI

(Front Location)

Final SoC:
GMOS GHI

One 1.49 1.52 1.40 51.04 57.11 57.68 56.51
Six 0.88 0.87 0.75 45.22 51.01 49.82 49.21

Eight 1.32 1.06 1.16 10.10 13.93 12.89 13.31
1 Sasol Solar Challenge 2018; 2 State of Charge; 3 Root Mean Square Error; 4 Model Output Statistics; 5 Global
Horizontal Irradiance; 6 Gridded Model Output Statistics.

The GMOS model is a function of linear interpolation between two ground measurement locations
(two MOS models) based on the current gps location. The corresponding two MOS models are,
however, conditional statistical models based on the cloud conditions as well as the forecast horizon,
and most importantly, the time of day. Therefore, it is not trivial to expect a visible linear relationship
in the performance results of the rear and front MOS models compared to their corresponding GMOS
model. Throughout Table 9, it is evident that the GMOS GHI model does produce improved forecast
performance. There is one exclusion, on day eight, where the front location MOS model outperformed
the GMOS model by 0.42% SoC error. On every other account, the GMOS model outperformed the
individual MOS models.

4.4. Further Research Recommendations

This work is currently only focused on improving the GHI forecast component; however, the
wind velocity and air density forecast performance can benefit from a similar method of improvement.
By conditioning these additional environmental variables, the SoC error results will improve even
further, ensuring sharper and more robust estimations for the energy manager and solar car team to
benefit from. Finally, the use of a higher resolution grid (increasing the number of ground measurement
locations) to create the GMOS GHI model will further enhance the results.

5. Conclusions

The improvement to the local (South African) GHI forecast has had a significant positive impact
on the SoC energy simulations of the SCIII solar car during the SSC 2018. The gridded-MOS model
was shown to be practical and useful. The GMOS model has shown forecast improvements for all
sky conditions in South Africa, and the AQI was also found to have an impact on location based GHI
forecasts. Events such as the Sasol Solar Challenge take place over eight days and typically span more
than 2000 km. Having access to more accurate SoC simulations over these eight days could provide
the team with an advantage. This will enable them to make more informed energy decisions which
could result in critical choices such as including additional route sections (increasing distance traveled),
putting them ahead of their nearest rivals. A secondary outcome of this work is that the SoC energy
simulation now has some statistical confidence intervals which are extremely valuable especially in
situations where simulation risk needs to be quantified for inclusion in the decision-making process by
the team energy manager.
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